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Appraising convergent validity 
of patient-reported outcome measures 
in systematic reviews: constructing hypotheses 
and interpreting outcomes
Inger L. Abma1*, Maroeska Rovers2 and Philip J. van der Wees1
Abstract 
Purpose: Convergent validity is one type of validity that is commonly assessed for patient-reported outcome meas-
ures (PROMs). It is assessed by means of “hypothesis testing”: determining whether the scores of the instrument under 
study correlate with other instruments in the way that one would expect. Authors of systematic reviews on measure-
ment properties for PROMs may encounter validation articles which do not state hypotheses by which convergent 
validity can be tested. The information in these articles can therefore not be readily used to determine the adequacy 
of convergent validity. We suggest that in these cases, reviewers construct their own hypotheses. However, construct-
ing hypotheses and interpreting outcomes is not always straightforward, and we wish to aid reviewers based on our 
own recent experiences with a systematic review on measurement properties.
Recommendations: We have the following recommendations for authors of a systematic review on measurement 
properties who wish to construct hypotheses for convergent validity: take an active role in judging the suitability 
of the comparator instruments of validation articles; be transparent about which hypotheses were constructed, the 
underlying assumptions on which they are based, and whether they were constructed by the authors of the valida-
tion article or by the reviewer; discuss unmet hypotheses, especially if convergent validity is judged to be inadequate; 
and when synthesizing data, add up the results of all hypotheses for one instrument, rather than judging convergent 
validity per study.
© 2016 Abma et al. This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, 
provided you give appropriate credit to the original author(s) and the source, provide a link to the Creative Commons license, 
and indicate if changes were made. The Creative Commons Public Domain Dedication waiver (http://creativecommons.org/
publicdomain/zero/1.0/) applies to the data made available in this article, unless otherwise stated.
Background
Questionnaires about patients’ health and functioning 
filled out by the patient, also known as patient-reported 
outcome measures (PROMs), should be validated to 
ensure that they measure the topic (“construct”) that they 
aim to measure (validity), and that they do this in a reli-
able way (reliability). There are several different aspects 
of validity and reliability that can be assessed to deter-
mine the quality of a PROM. The international Delphi 
panel of COnsensus-based Standards for the selection 
of health Measurement Instruments (COSMIN) reached 
consensus on a comprehensive terminology of these 
measurement properties, as well as on the content of the 
first user-friendly quality checklist for validation studies 
[1–3]. The COSMIN checklist and guidelines are fre-
quently utilized: a search in PubMed for COSMIN shows 
50 systematic reviews on measurement properties using 
the COSMIN checklist in 2015 alone.
One aspect of validity is construct validity, which is the 
degree to which the scores of a PROM are consistent with 
hypotheses, based on the assumption that the PROM val-
idly measures the construct to be measured [4–7]. Con-
vergent validity, a subtype of construct validity, verifies 
whether the scores of the instrument under study “make 
sense” in relation to the scores of other, related instru-
ments. Scores should correlate with scores of other 
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instruments to the degree that one would expect. Assess-
ing convergent validity is an iterative process: the more 
hypotheses are tested, the stronger the evidence towards 
the instrument being valid. Convergent validity is gener-
ally considered adequate if >75 % of hypotheses are cor-
rect, or if a correlation with an instrument measuring the 
same construct is >0.50. The exact values of these cut-off 
points may be arbitrary, but they provide guidance when 
judging whether convergent validity is adequate. Fur-
thermore, correlations with related constructs should be 
higher than with unrelated constructs [4, 8].
When performing a systematic review on measure-
ment properties, assessing and summarizing the data 
for convergent validity is often less straightforward than 
for many other measurement properties. Authors of 
validation studies do not always construct hypotheses 
when studying convergent validity: many studies pre-
sent only correlation sizes, without interpreting these or 
using them to test expectations. Based on the COSMIN 
guidelines, this data cannot be readily used in a system-
atic review. Therefore, the authors of a recent systematic 
review [9] decided to construct their own hypotheses for 
convergent validity. In our own recent systematic review 
on the measurement properties of PROMs for obstruc-
tive sleep apnea (OSA) [10], we followed their example.
We believe that constructing hypotheses for conver-
gent validity should become more common in system-
atic reviews for measurement properties in which the 
included studies do not present their own hypotheses. 
However, there are certain issues that will arise when 
approaching hypothesis testing this way, which include: 
how to deal with unsuitable or low-quality comparator 
instruments; the different ways in which hypotheses can 
be constructed; interpreting the results and synthesizing 
the evidence, which are a general issues regardless of the 
approach. These issues have not yet been discussed in the 
literature. The aim of this paper is to provide an overview 
of these issues regarding convergent validity, and to start 
a discussion on how they can best be handled in future 
systematic reviews. Additionally, we believe that the con-
siderations of this paper will aid authors of future valida-
tion studies, who will be faced with many similar issues.
Quality of comparator instruments
Ideally, it should be clear that comparator instruments 
validly and reliably measure what they should measure. 
In practice however, comparator instruments are often 
not extensively validated, or not validated in the target 
population. Furthermore, it is unclear when exactly a 
comparator instrument is “valid”—there are no rules or 
suggestions about which measurement properties should 
be of sufficient quality for comparator instruments 
(and due to a sometimes limited availability of suitable 
comparator instruments, this may also not be desirable). 
The most practical approach for reviewers may be to 
exclude comparator instruments for insufficient quality 
only if there is no development or validation article avail-
able at all.
However, there is one situation in which the qual-
ity of an instrument or scale may clearly limit its value 
as comparator instrument for convergent validity: when 
the questions of a scale do not all tap into the same con-
struct. Sometimes scales claim to measure a rather “dif-
fuse” topic, such as social functioning. In practice, the 
questions that comprise one “social functioning” scale 
often differ greatly from the items of other similarly 
named scales, and one cannot necessarily assume their 
scores correlate to a great extent—which is problem-
atic when trying to determine the validity of the instru-
ment under study (for examples of this phenomenon, see 
Kemmler 1999 [11] or Lacasse 2004 [12]). It may be that 
“social functioning” is simply not the right construct label 
for (one of ) these scales, or not a precise enough descrip-
tion of the construct, or that the scales have different 
underlying theories about how to measure social func-
tioning. Another possibility is that they are a collection of 
questions with different topics around the same general 
theme rather than one coherent construct. If factor anal-
ysis has been performed for the comparator scale, and/or 
if internal consistency of the scale has been determined, 
this can help identify scales for which this is the case. 
We would recommend to look at both the content of the 
scale and the available information on the measurement 
properties before deciding to disqualify a comparator 
scale or instrument due to problems with the coherency 
of the construct.
In all cases, we would recommend to (briefly) discuss 
the quality of comparator instruments, as this may help 
put the results of convergent validity in perspective.
Suitability of comparator instruments
The construct of the comparator instruments is impor-
tant for convergent validity: its construct should ideally 
have a clear relation with the construct under study. This 
clear relation is not always present for the compara-
tor instruments used in validation studies. Correlation 
sizes may therefore be hard to predict. An example from 
our review is the relation between subjective sleepiness 
and the objective severity of sleep apnea, which is not 
straightforward [13–15]. If the results from a study dis-
prove any constructed hypothesis, this would do more 
to illustrate the confusion around the relation between 
these two constructs, than to provide information about 
the validity of the instrument. We recommend excluding 
comparisons with these “unsuitable” constructs from the 
evidence base.
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Furthermore, sometimes comparator constructs are 
only vaguely related to the construct under study. An 
example from our review is the relation between sleepi-
ness and quality of life. These constructs are likely some-
what related in patients that suffer from sleep apnea, a 
condition for which sleepiness is often the main com-
plaint. However, hypotheses of low correlations for 
weakly related constructs are often correct, and reduce 
the impact of the hypotheses for more strongly related 
constructs—which is especially problematic in cases 
where the former outnumber the latter, and no clear 
rationale is provided for the choice of these weakly 
related comparator instruments or domains. We rec-
ommend using expected weak correlations only for the 
requirement that correlations with related constructs are 
higher than with unrelated constructs.
Sometimes two instruments are employed to vali-
date each other. This is not ideal, as it is unclear which 
instrument is “at fault” if a hypothesis is not met. How-
ever, since it can be quite hard to interpret results either 
way (see the section “Interpreting outcomes”), reviewers 
may decide to include these studies and discuss unmet 
hypotheses in the context of the validation study in 
question.
Constructing the hypotheses
COSMIN recommends constructing hypotheses for rela-
tive correlation sizes of the different comparator instru-
ments. I.e. the correlation of the instrument of interest 
with instrument A is expected to be higher than its cor-
relation with instrument B. However, the constructs of 
the comparator instruments may not always be suitable 
for making meaningful relative hypotheses. To be able to 
make hypotheses for each comparator instrument, it can 
be desirable to also construct hypotheses for the absolute 
magnitude of the correlations. In our review we put each 
comparator instrument in one of the following categories: 
either a weak (<0.3), weak to moderate (>0.2 <0.4), mod-
erate (>0.3  <0.7), moderate to high (>0.6  <0.8) or high 
correlation (>0.7). The overlap between these categories 
was on purpose, to allow more flexibility in hypotheses. 
For each correlation we also noted the expected direction 
of the correlation—positive or negative. Note that we did 
not focus on the common requirement that convergent 
validity is adequate if an instrument measuring the same 
construct is >0.50. We studied the instruments in detail, 
rather than relying only on the description of the com-
parator instruments, and when two instruments really 
measured the same construct we considered a more 
challenging hypothesis (correlation above  >0.70) more 
adequate.
If an included validation study does use hypotheses 
to appraise convergent validity, these hypotheses can be 
integrated with those of reviewers. If the original hypoth-
eses are stricter than as constructed by the reviewers, 
they can be adjusted. For example, in our review we 
adjusted a prediction of exactly 0.3 to fit within our “weak 
to moderate” (>0.2 <0.4) category.
Interpreting outcomes
When a hypothesis is correct, this contributes to the evi-
dence that the instrument under study measures what it 
is supposed to measure. However, when a hypothesis is 
wrong, this can have several causes: (1) the instrument 
does not measure what it is supposed to measure, (2) 
the comparator instrument does not measure what it is 
supposed to measure, or (3) the theory or the assump-
tions underlying the hypothesis are incorrect [5]. It is 
not always clear which of these possibilities is true in any 
given situation, though authors may have their own ideas 
about the most likely cause. Ideally, possible reasons why 
a hypothesis was not met are discussed by authors.
Hypotheses about correlations, especially when 
they measure different but related constructs, are to 
some extent a best educated guess. A different team of 
authors or reviewers will likely construct (slightly) dif-
ferent hypotheses, possibly leading to different conclu-
sions. Therefore, we suggest a thorough reporting of the 
hypotheses that are tested.
Evidence synthesis
Many systematic reviews about measurement proper-
ties report results by synthesis of the evidence. To deter-
mine the strength of the evidence for each measurement 
property, often the number of validation studies study-
ing that measurement property is taken into account, 
as well as the quality of the studies [8, 16, 17]. The qual-
ity of the measurement properties themselves can have 
evidence that is positive, negative, indeterminate (when 
only studies of poor quality are available), or conflicting 
(when results of validation studies are mixed). While this 
approach makes sense for some measurement proper-
ties, for hypothesis testing, the number of studies may be 
less relevant than the number of hypotheses tested. For 
example: if there are two studies measuring convergent 
validity, and one study has only one hypothesis which 
was found to be inaccurate (negative evidence), and the 
other has three different hypotheses which are accurate 
(positive evidence), the scoring method would lead to a 
“conflicting” overall score. However, 75 % of hypotheses 
overall are accurate. As such, adding up the hypotheses 
of the different studies would lead to a more sensible 
estimation of the convergent validity of an instrument. 
To incorporate the methodological quality of the differ-
ent studies in the score one could assign more weight 
to the hypotheses of better studies, or one could simply 
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decide that the studies all need to be of at least acceptable 
quality.
Discussion
Constructing hypotheses for convergent validity in a 
systematic review requires effort, but is the only way 
to assess this measurement property if no hypoth-
eses were previously constructed. This article has 
provided an overview of the issues that can arise in 
systematic reviews assessing measurement properties 
of PROMs. Our recommendations are summarized in 
Box  1.These may be useful for future reviewers and 
for authors of validation articles with regard to con-
vergent validity as well as other measurement prop-
erties that are determined by means of hypothesis 
testing, such as known-groups validity and discrimi-
nant validity (both also subtypes of construct valid-
ity) and responsiveness.
The importance of hypothesis testing lies in its ability 
to help understand the construct the PROM measures. A 
PROM labeled with an inaccurate construct is a problem 
which may otherwise remain unrecognized as it does not 
necessarily affect other measurement properties. Inade-
quate construct validity leads to the question which con-
struct the PROM does measure, and one will have to look 
again at the content of the questionnaire, and put this in 
the context of its comparator instruments. Depending 
on the situation, either the items of the PROM can be 
adapted, or it can be decided to re-label the construct the 
PROM aims to measure.
Establishing convergent validity is prone to several 
problems: its results depend to an important extent 
on the choice of comparator instruments and which, 
and how many, hypotheses are constructed. However, 
because 75  % of hypotheses need to be accurate rather 
than all of them, a single inadequate comparator instru-
ment or hypothesis will not immediately prohibit a posi-
tive judgment of convergent validity. Furthermore, if 
results are interpreted critically, we are convinced that an 
accurate judgment of convergent validity is possible.
Box1
 Recommendations for reviewers 
Take an active role in judging the suitability of the comparator instruments: 
Exclude comparator instruments which have an unclear relation with the 
construct under study, or which do not have a validation article. 
Do not construct hypotheses for comparator instruments with expected weak 
correlations with the instrument under study, but use them as “unrelated 
constructs” for the requirement that correlations with related constructs are 
higher than those with unrelated constructs. 
Be transparent about the constructed hypotheses and their underlying assumptions, 
and about whether hypotheses were constructed by the reviewers or the authors of 
the validation study 
Discuss unmet hypotheses in the light of the comparator instruments and their 
quality, especially if convergent validity is judged to be inadequate 
For data synthesis: add up the results of all hypotheses for one instrument, rather 
than judging convergent validity per study 
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